The Two Kings Afterlife Saga
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience
approximately lesson, amusement, as well as contract can be
gotten by just checking out a book the two kings afterlife saga
along with it is not directly done, you could believe even more on
this life, on the order of the world.
We have enough money you this proper as without difficulty as
easy mannerism to acquire those all. We present the two kings
afterlife saga and numerous ebook collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. in the course of them is this the
two kings afterlife saga that can be your partner.

The Forbidden Chapters Part 1
- Stephanie Hudson 2018-02-16
In this 'Forbidden Chapters'
book you will find lost gems
from the first three books in
the Afterlife Saga. As a request
from all you wonderful Afterlife
fans, I have compiled them all
together for you, creating Part
1 of the Forbidden Chapters, so
that you might enjoy these add
extras. So, if you can't get
enough of Draven, Vincent and
Lucius, along with some of
your other favourite characters
from these three books, then
look no further for your next
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Afterlife fix.Includes, sneaky
'Afterlife' break ins, first dates
with domineering bosses and
Vampire Kings. Drunken dirty
dancing, mountain top
massacres, violent vampire
lessons and even a sexy bath or
two.
The Two Kings - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
After facing her nightmares
head on, Keira soon finds her
troubles have only just begun,
and if she thought mortals
were dangerous, then being
hunted by the world's most
powerful beings will spin her
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further into a web of
supernatural destruction. Keira
can't help seeing the handsome
man before her, she can't help
the dreams that consume her
and neither can she stop him
from wanting her. The
controlling man that follows
her every move isn't the man
she's dating, but the man that's
hunting her. Now it's down to
the only man with enough
power to keep her safe, and he
doesn't play well with others.
Nor does he take kindly to
people trying to take what
belongs to him, and Keira
belongs to only one man...
Dominic Draven. Will the fight
for their love be enough to
survive the new world she is
forced to live in? And more
importantly, can she survive
being with the King of the
Afterlife?!
The Moon Dragon (The
Secrets of Droon #26) - Tony
Abbott 2016-02-23
A hidden door. A magical
staircase. Discover the world of
Droon! There's no place like
home! Eric and his friends have
finally restored the Rainbow
Stairs, but that was the easy
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

part. Now Gethwing is loose in
the Upper World, and the
Moon Dragon is causing big
trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal
have to protect their town, but
they're up against mysterious
creatures, strangely-behaving
parents, and powerful magic.
Can the kids stop Gethwing
before he destroys the Upper
World -- for good?
Vincent's Immortal Curse Stephanie Hudson 2018-08-08
Being faced with an uncertain
future is nothing new for Ari,
not when you lived each day
under the control of a demonic
cult. But now Ari lives with a
new enemy and one she can no
longer run from...her past.But
soon she will discover that
even her past can cling to their
future and hold it captive in the
form of a curse. So, with a
murderer lurking in the
shadows of their past and an
Angel on the hunt, a killer is
not the only thing out there for
Vincent to find.For many lives
are at stake but only one of
those has the power to break
an immortal curse and now Ari
must decide, will she run from
it and chance giving up her
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future or will she run straight
into The Arms of a cursed...
Angel King. 'If there is one
thing the past has taught us, it
is that we can be immortalised
in the things we create.'
Vincent Draven.
Chinese Village, Socialist State
- Edward Friedman 1991-01-01
This portrait of social change in
the North China plain depicts
how the world of the Chinese
peasant evolved during an era
of war and how it in turn
shaped the revolutionary
process. The book is based on
evidence gathered from
archives and interviews with
villagers and rural officials.
The Vampire Heir - Juliana
Haygert 2018-03-02
A young woman with a secret.
A man with a death sentence.
And a terrible fate that might
destroy them both ... When I
was invited to the secretive
castle DuMoir, I knew I'd end
up dead. The guests might be
excited by the exclusive tour
around the estate, and the
ending ball that concludes it,
but I know better. The castle's
inhabitants are vampires. And
they want our blood. I must
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find a way to survive their
feast, because I'm not here as a
clueless visitor. I'm here for a
reason. Undercover work can
be hard, but I've been through
worse. That is until I
unwillingly become a blood
slave to Drake, a mysterious,
brooding vampire prince.
Tragedy strikes the castle and
chaos arise. Despite the new
dangers surrounding us, I soon
find out there's more to Drake
than he lets on, and feelings
I'm not supposed to have stir in
my chest. But I can't afford any
distractions or everything will
be lost. After all, I'm hiding a
secret-a dark secret that might
save us all ... or doom us
forever.
Black Hills - Nora Roberts
2009-07-07
In this #1 New York Times
bestseller, Nora Roberts takes
readers deep into the rugged
hills of South Dakota, where
the shadows keep secrets,
hunters stalk the land, and a
friendship matures into
something more.... Cooper
Sullivan spent the summers of
his youth on his grandparents’
South Dakota ranch, sharing
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innocent games and stolen
kisses with the neighbor girl,
Lil Chance. Now, twelve years
after they last walked together
hand in hand, fate has brought
them back to the Black Hills.
Though the memory of Coop’s
touch still haunts her, Lil has
let nothing stop her dream of
opening the Chance Wildlife
Refuge, but something—or
someone—has been keeping a
close watch. When small
pranks and acts of destruction
escalate into a heartless attack
on Lil’s beloved cougar,
memories of an unsolved
murder have Coop springing to
action to keep Lil safe. Both of
them know the natural dangers
that lurk in the wild landscape
of the Black Hills. But a killer
of twisted and unnatural
instincts has singled them out
as prey....
Sacrifice of the Septimus Stephanie Hudson 2016-10-05
The Sands of Time are filled
with dangers and new enemies
to face. But for Keira to stand
tall in a world she does not
know, she must first brave the
differences in loving the man
she calls Draven and the man
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

she must now call her King.
Join Keira as she is thrown into
an ancient time and faces her
biggest challenge yet... How to
get a Demon King to fall for a
human girl he is forbidden to
love.
Happy Ever Afterlife Stephanie Hudson 2018-04-03
Warning this is a two-part book
with the second part coming
out the end of April 2018.This
is book 11 in the Afterlife saga.
The end of days might be over
for our newlyweds, but the
dark nights are closing in and
what lies waiting in the
shadows is what even
nightmares are afraid of.
Because the King of Hell is
back and now he has a new
bride to keep hidden from the
world below...a world that
shows no mercy, right along
with one of their rulers.Could it
really be that Draven is
keeping secrets from Keira and
if so, how is she ever to reach
him when he is hiding in plain
sight?A Demon King has finally
returned home, and this time...
There isn't an Angel in sight.
The Quarter Moon Stephanie Hudson 2020-06
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With Keira finding death on her
door, she is suddenly plunged
into a world of the unknown
and has to face it alone... Or
does she? Soon this new life is
filled with heartache, with
shadowed followers and cryptic
messages that only promises to
lead her deeper into the world
of the supernatural like never
before. For Keira, even taking
a breath without the other half
of her soul is painful. So when
given the choice to either
accept what life the fates have
decided she live, or to force
that life behind her and accept
the dangerous journey ahead,
the answer is easy... She will
fight to save the man she loves.
But this fight includes Heaven
and Hell in search of the truth,
a truth that will either set her
heart free or be destroyed on
the other side. Are the fates
really to be trusted?
Draven's Electus - Stephanie
Hudson 2019-09-28
Draven has finally found his
Electus. The one chosen by the
Gods to be his soulmate and
Queen. But after so many
threats made against her life,
the King of Kings has had no
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

choice but to break her heart in
order to save it. Now all he can
hope for is once the threat has
been eliminated, he will be free
to claim what is rightfully his to
take. Question is, will Keira
ever forgive him?This is the
story of Afterlife only from the
eyes of its King. As you will
finally learn Keira's journey all
over again, only through
Dominic Draven's point of view,
giving a whole new and
exciting twist on the start of
this epic saga.
Beautiful, Simple, Exact,
Crazy - Apoorva Khare
2015-08-25
In this vibrant work, which is
ideal for both teaching and
learning, Apoorva Khare and
Anna Lachowska explain the
mathematics essential for
understanding and
appreciating our quantitative
world. They show with
examples that mathematics is a
key tool in the creation and
appreciation of art, music, and
literature, not just science and
technology. The book covers
basic mathematical topics from
logarithms to statistics, but the
authors eschew mundane
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finance and probability
problems. Instead, they explain
how modular arithmetic helps
keep our online transactions
safe, how logarithms justify the
twelve-tone scale commonly
used in music, and how
transmissions by deep space
probes are similar to knights
serving as messengers for their
traveling prince. Ideal for
coursework in introductory
mathematics and requiring no
knowledge of calculus, Khare
and Lachowska's enlightening
mathematics tour will appeal to
a wide audience.
Rise of Ashes - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
Lego sets, Star Trek and junk
food in my pyjamas, This used
to be how I would spend my
safe and lazy days off. Now,
what am I doing with my
time...? High-speed chases,
running from Hellhounds,
fighting witches, opening boxes
that threaten the entire
Vampire race, and stabbing
bitches with my shoes. But hey,
at least I get to wear a pretty
dress on my date. Now all I can
hope for is that it isn't one
where people end up shooting
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

at us again. That would be
nice. And all this was because I
fell in love with a Vampire
King... A Vampire King, who
claimed me.
Beast And The Imp - Stephanie
Hudson 2021-06-29
It had to be said, that I didn't
much care for the Devil.
Especially when he tried to use
me to control the Beast. But
then this was his mistake. As
such, I had been granted early
release and as for the Beast...
he was not happy. So now Hell
had a problem. A big one. One
named Abaddon, who was
currently tearing Hell apart
trying to find me. Which meant
I now had a choice to make.
Let the Beast destroy all the
realms or find myself a date.
Because now the fate of the
world rested upon my
shoulders. Relied on me to find
the one mortal vessel strong
enough to contain the Beast, by
merging their souls as one.
There was just one problem
with this. I had made a Beast
fall in love with me. And now...
Now, I just hoped I had the
same luck with Adam... The
man I just fell madly in love
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with.
The Triple Goddess Stephanie Hudson 2020-06
Keira soon finds herself
becoming a pawn in a game
she could never hope to win,
and now the King on the board
is a Vampire on a mission. With
the only man able to stop him
miles away from the mountain
prison in which she is kept, she
must now choose which path to
take in order to survive. With
enemies at all sides closing in
quick, she must tread carefully,
or she might find the man to
save her isn't the White Knight
she loves... but the Dark King
she loathes. Time with the
Vampire King is dangerous,
and Keira soon learns that it is
more than just the power of her
mind she needs to keep locked
but also the power of her
heart... And Lucius might just
hold the key to both.
The Way of Kings - Brandon
Sanderson 2014-03-04
Introduces the world of Roshar
through the experiences of a
war-weary royal compelled by
visions, a highborn youth
condemned to military slavery,
and a woman who is desperate
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

to save her impoverished
house.
Musical Composition - Alan
Belkin 2018-06-19
An invaluable introduction to
the art and craft of musical
composition from a
distinguished teacher and
composer This essential
introduction to the art and
craft of musical composition is
designed to familiarize
beginning composers with
principles and techniques
applicable to a broad range of
musical styles, from concert
pieces to film scores and video
game music. The first of its
kind to utilize a style-neutral
approach, in addition to
presenting the commonly
known classical forms, this
book offers invaluable general
guidance on developing and
connecting musical ideas,
building to a climax, and other
fundamental formal principles.
It is designed for both
classroom use and independent
study.
Lover Arisen - J.R. Ward
2022-04-05
True love brings a deadly
threat to the Black Dagger
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Brotherhood in this sizzling
new novel in J.R. Ward’s #1
New York Times bestselling
series. Possessed by the demon
Devina, Balthazar is once again
on the hunt for the Book of
Spells—and fighting an
undeniable attraction to a
woman. As a thief, he has
stolen a lot of things…but he
never thought his heart would
be taken by another. Especially
not by a human. As a homicide
detective, Erika Saunders
knows there is something
otherworldly going on in
Caldwell, New York. Mutilated
bodies that cannot be
explained are all over her case
list—and then there are her
nightmares in which she’s
hunted by shadows and
captivated by a mysterious man
who is both a suspect and a
savior. When Devina’s wish for
true love is finally granted,
Balthazar and Erika
unwittingly become the
gateway for the rebirth of an
old enemy of the Brothers. Will
the very thing that brings them
together lead to the ultimate
destruction of the
Brotherhood? Or will they have
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

to lose everything in order to
save the race’s most sacred
defenders?
Draven's Afterlife - Stephanie
Hudson 2019-09-13
Afterlife, just a place for an
unhappy King to call home or
soon to become a beacon of
hope when a new waitress falls
at his feet? The Gothic
nightclub is about to welcome
a new guest and this time it is
one he can't control. As for
Dominic Draven, the King of all
Supernatural life, handling just
one little Mortal named Keira,
should be no problem for
him...right?Wrong! As she is
his Chosen One and not meant
to be ruled by a domineering,
overbearing, arrogant boss
who is determined to keep her
at arm's length. But instead,
she is meant to achieve the
impossible and crack the hard
shell of an immortal King that
is only now learning what it
truly means to fall in love. This
is the story of Afterlife, only
from the eyes of its King. As
you will finally follow Keira's
journey all over again, only
through Dominic Draven's
point of view, giving it a whole
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new and exciting twist on the
start of this epic saga. This is
book one, in the new King of
Kings saga, with book two to
follow shortly after.
Children of Ash and Elm Neil Price 2020-08-25
The definitive history of the
Vikings -- from arts and culture
to politics and cosmology -- by
a distinguished archaeologist
with decades of expertise The
Viking Age -- from 750 to 1050
-- saw an unprecedented
expansion of the Scandinavian
peoples into the wider world.
As traders and raiders,
explorers and colonists, they
ranged from eastern North
America to the Asian steppe.
But for centuries, the Vikings
have been seen through the
eyes of others, distorted to suit
the tastes of medieval clerics
and Elizabethan playwrights,
Victorian imperialists, Nazis,
and more. None of these
appropriations capture the real
Vikings, or the richness and
sophistication of their culture.
Based on the latest
archaeological and textual
evidence, Children of Ash and
Elm tells the story of the
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

Vikings on their own terms:
their politics, their cosmology
and religion, their material
world. Known today for a
stereotype of maritime
violence, the Vikings exported
new ideas, technologies,
beliefs, and practices to the
lands they discovered and the
peoples they encountered, and
in the process were themselves
changed. From Eirík Bloodaxe,
who fought his way to a
kingdom, to Gudrid
Thorbjarnardóttir, the most
traveled woman in the world,
Children of Ash and Elm is the
definitive history of the Vikings
and their time.
Khwadāynāmag The Middle
Persian Book of Kings Jaakko Hämeen-Anttila
2018-04-17
In Khwadāynāmag. The Middle
Persian Book of Kings Jaakko
Hämeen-Anttila analyses the
lost sixth-century
historiographical work of the
Sasanians, its lost Arabic
translations, and the sources of
Firdawsī's Shāhnāme.
Transfusion - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
It's been seven years. Seven
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long years since that cold and
cruel Vampire King, Lucius,
broke her heart. Her naive
little heart destroyed after one
painful night, when she
sneaked into his Gothic
nightclub, Transfusion. Seven
years ago, he humiliated her,
casting her aside and telling
her just what he thought about
her little obsession with him.
Then he saved her life. Well,
now he is back and this time he
is out for blood, and all she can
hope for is that it isn't hers
that's on the menu. Because
she is just your typical,
ordinary, everyday girl who
works and lives in London.
Even if she is trying to make it
on her own without the safety
of her family. However,
growing up knowing of the
supernatural world and being
human definitely has its draw
backs. Especially when a
certain Vampire King has her
in mind for a date, and his
dominant and forceful ways are
sending her re-ignited
obsession with him into
overdrive. But he does like
her... doesn't he?
Worlds Apart - Cynthia M.
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

Duncan 2015-01-13
First published in 1999, Worlds
Apart examined the nature of
poverty through the stories of
real people in three remote
rural areas of the United
States: New England,
Appalachia, and the Mississippi
Delta. In this new edition,
Duncan returns to her original
research, interviewing some of
the same people as well as
some new key informants.
Duncan provides powerful new
insights into the dynamics of
poverty, politics, and
community change. "Duncan,
through in-depth investigation
and interviews, concludes that
only a strong civic culture, a
sense among citizens of
community and the need to
serve that community, can
truly address poverty. . . .
Moving and troubling. Duncan
has created a remarkable study
of the persistent patterns of
poverty and power."—Kirkus
Reviews "The descriptions of
rural poverty in Worlds Apart
are interesting and read almost
like a novel."—Choice
Blood of Kings - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
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So, there were many things I
could have done differently. I
could have gone on a cruise
and forgot about stealing a
killer box from a Vampire King.
I could have shaved my head
and become a Tibetan monk. I
could have also lost my
virginity to some nice Texas
cowboy who wanted to
introduce me to his mother.
But instead, I went to Germany
and ended up fighting
Mercenaries. I also fell in love
with a Vampire King who
claimed me as his. And now I'm
in the river, and all because I
decided not to just stay home
and do my laundry. No
instead... I shot a pilot.
Afterlife - Stephanie Hudson
2012-10-11
Afterlife? just some gothic
nightclub where gossip is
fuelled by the presence of a
rich and unearthly, handsome
family or Afterlife?the strange
place where time seems to
stand still and guests feel the
presence of something more
powerful held within the
confines of the VIP. Keira is
new to this small, cold town
and is running from a past that
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

seems to feast on her darkest
memories. She finds living with
her sister away from English
soil to be just the ticket to the
new life she is trying
desperately to find. So when
the offer of a job at the
infamous Gothic nightclub
Afterlife comes along she
thinks that lady luck has finally
found her. That is until its
seductively dark and forbidding
owner Dominic Draven sets
eyes on her. All at once she is
captivated and plunged into a
world she never knew existed
but the deeper her obsession
with Draven becomes, the
harder it is to decide?should
she stay and continue to work
within the shadows of the
supernatural or should she run
from a madness she thinks may
consume her? Warning: This
book is amazingly addictive,
with its dark mystery, haunting
horror, seductive twists and
one sexy dark lord that has the
reader drooling every time the
name Draven appears on the
page!
The Two Kings - Stephanie
Hudson 2012-12-11
After facing her nightmares
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head on, Keira soon finds her
troubles have only just begun
and if she thought mortals
were dangerous then being
hunted by the world's most
powerful beings will spin her
further into a web of
supernatural destruction. Keira
can't help seeing the handsome
man before her, she can't help
the dreams that consume her
and neither can she stop him
from wanting her. But the
controlling man that follows
her every move, isn't the man
she's dating but the man that's
hunting her. Now it's down to
the only man with enough
power to keep her safe and he
doesn't play well with others.
Nor does he take kindly to
people trying to take what
belongs to him and Keira
belongs to only one man....
Dominic Draven. Will the fight
for their love be enough to
survive the new world she is
forced to live in and more
importantly, can she survive
being with the King of the
Afterlife?!
Claiming Marcus - Jocelynn
Drake 2019-10-29
Vampires slaughtered my
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

family. No one believed me
until I met some new friends,
who promised to help me get
justice. But nothing prepared
me for Marcus Varik. Tall,
dark, and mind-numbingly
sexy. But he's also shy,
protective, and adorably
eccentric. Oh God, I should
have never agreed to betray
him. Hopefully, it's not too late
to fix my mistake before I lose
more people I love. Claiming
Marcus is the first book in an
MM paranormal romance
series that has vampires,
betrayal, annoying brothers,
music, heartbreak, hope, sexy
times, and a raven named
Ozzie.
The Blacksmith Queen - G.A.
Aiken 2019-08-27
When a prophesy brings war to
the Land of the Black Hills,
Keeley Smythe must join forces
with a clan of mountain
warriors who are really
centaurs in a thrilling new
fantasy romance series from
New York Times bestselling
author G.A. Aiken. The Old
King Is Dead With the demise
of the Old King, there’s a
prophesy that a queen will
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ascend to the throne of the
Black Hills. Bad news for the
king’s sons, who are prepared
to defend their birthright
against all comers. But for
blacksmith Keeley Smythe, war
is great for business. Until it
looks like the chosen queen
will be Beatrix, her younger
sister. Now it’s all Keeley can
do to protect her family from
the enraged royals. Luckily,
Keeley doesn’t have to fight
alone. Because thundering to
her aid comes a clan of kiltwearing mountain warriors
called the Amichai. Not the
most socially adept group, but
soldiers have never bothered
Keeley, and rough, gruff Caid,
actually seems to respect her.
A good thing because the fierce
warrior will be by her side for a
much longer ride than any
prophesy ever envisioned …
Praise for The Dragon Who
Loved Me “A chest thumping,
mead-hall rocking, enemy
slaying brawl of a good book.”
—All Things Urban Fantasy
“Aiken aces another one.” —RT
Book Reviews, 4 Stars
King of Battle and Blood Scarlett St. Clair 2021-11-30
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

An instant USA Today
bestseller! From fan-favorite
Scarlett St. Clair, the
bestselling author of the Hades
& Persephone series, comes a
new fantasy filled with danger,
darkness, and insatiable
romance. Their union is his
revenge. Isolde de Lara
considers her wedding day to
be her death day. To end a
years-long war, she is to marry
vampire king Adrian Aleksandr
Vasiliev, and kill him. But her
assassination attempt is
thwarted, and Adrian threatens
that if Isolde tries to kill him
again, he will raise her as the
undead. Faced with the
possibility of becoming the
thing she hates most, Isolde
seeks other ways to defy him
and survive the brutal vampire
court. Except it isn't the court
she fears most—it's Adrian.
Despite their undeniable
chemistry, she wonders why
the king—fierce, savage,
merciless—chose her as
consort. The answer will
shatter her world.
Tree of Souls - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
It all started with a kiss that
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ended in a world of pain. Well,
now I was on the run from that
pain and my map of sorrows
was only leading to one place,
To a lover's resurrection. But
hey, a life on the run shouldn't
be too hard right, just throw in
a Mob boss, a few movie cars, a
phantom dance and a camping
trip, and what you had was a
recipe for... Oh, who was I
kidding! I was being hunted by
a Vampire King and this time,
he wasn't just out for blood,
but he was out for something
far more dangerous than that...
He was out to reclaim my
heart. A heart he had broken.
And this time, the only way to
fix it was with the truth... The
truth about the Tree of Souls.
Cult of the Hexad - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
Time. Truth. Life. 'There is
weakness in all when lies are
told but the strength in each is
what we must behold.' Can our
Chosen One find her way back
from the deception and chaos
that surrounds her, or is this
the life of a trapped girl,
broken and lost forever? A
worldwide search might be on
the cards but what if the girl
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

they're looking for was never
meant to be found? These are
the questions both sides face in
a race against time, truth, and
the life they are all trying to
save. The battle against evil
continues in the most unlikely
of places, and emotions run
wild in this next instalment of
the Afterlife saga. Will you take
the plunge with our characters
and delve deeper into the
world of Afterlife, further than
you've ever gone before?
Afterlife - Stephanie Hudson
2012-10-11
Afterlife... just some gothic
nightclub where gossip is
fuelled by the presence of a
rich and unearthly hands-on
family or, Afterlife... the
strange place where time
seems to stand still, and guests
feel the presence of something
more powerful held within the
confines of the VIP. Keira is
new to this small, cold town,
and is running from a past that
seems to feast on her darkest
memories. She finds living with
her sister away from English
soil to be just the ticket to the
new life she is desperately
trying to find. So, when the
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offer of a job at the infamous
gothic nightclub Afterlife
comes along, she thinks that
Lady Luck has finally found
her. That is until its seductively
dark and forbidding owner,
Dominic Draven, sets eyes on
her. All at once she is
captivated and plunged into a
world she never knew existed
but the deeper her obsession
with Draven becomes, the
harder it is to decide... should
she stay and continue to work
within the shadows of the
supernatural? Or should she
run from a madness she thinks
may consume her?
The HellBeast King Stephanie Hudson 2021-09-20
It all started with that night.
The night I made my biggest
mistake. The night I entered
their world. The day I snuck
into the infamous Devil's Ring
Fight Club. I had followed my
cousin Amelia, who turned out
not to be quite as innocent as I
first believed. In fact, it turned
out she didn't live in the same
world as I did... Not at all. I
knew this the moment I
entered his kingdom. My world
changed the moment he found
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

me. He gave me a warning that
night. He told me if he ever
found me again then next time,
he wouldn't be so quick in
letting me escape him. His
little Red Riding Hood. It was a
threat I took seriously as it was
only my dreams that took me
back to that place. That took
me back to him. That was until
they came for me. The Hell
Hounds that infiltrated my
peaceful world and started the
hunt. And there was only one
man I knew that had the power
to stop them. And my price to
pay, was the promise he made
me. That if he ever found me in
his demonic fight club again...
He was keeping me. Meaning I
only had two choices left, to
become the hunted or to make
a deal with Hell's greatest
Hunter... The HellBeast King...
Jared Cerberus.
Map of Sorrows - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
It all started with a plane ride.
Just a simple plane ride home...
that's what they said. One that
wasn't supposed to end with
me flying the damn thing! But
then going home wasn't
supposed to be a bad thing
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either... well, that was if going
home didn't also meaning
trying to hide my new, secret
boyfriend. Someone who just
so happened to be my father's
old enemy. Should be easy
right? Well, Lucius had other
ideas, ones that included
sneaking into my room, reading
my diary, feeling me up and
getting my panties in a twist
about pretty much everything...
literally. So, throw in an
ancient vendetta, a curse, a
witch, an old flame and a hot
Vampire King trying to get in
your pants at your father's
table, and what you had was a
recipe for only one thing... A
world of hurt and a Map of
Sorrows.
Blood of the Infinity War Stephanie Hudson 2020-06
As Keira still finds Persian
sands beneath her feet, she is
yet to discover the true
meaning of what it is to be The
Chosen One to the King of
Kings. For now that Arsaces
has her, he simply plans on
keeping her... No matter what
the cost. Even if that means
fighting the prophecy and
stealing her from the only
the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

world she has ever known... A
world that is about to end.
The Pentagram Child Part 1 Stephanie Hudson 2020
As If Silent and Absent Ehud R. Toledano 2007-07-12
This groundbreaking book
reconceptualizes slavery
through the voices of enslaved
persons themselves, voices that
have remained silent in the
narratives of conventional
history. Focusing in particular
on the Islamic Middle East
from the late eighteenth to the
early twentieth century, Ehud
R. Toledano examines how
bonded persons experienced
enslavement in Ottoman
societies. He draws on court
records and a variety of other
unexamined primary sources to
uncover important new
information about the Africans
and Circassians who were
forcibly removed from their
own societies and transplanted
to Middle East cultures that
were alien to them. Toledano
also considers the experiences
of these enslaved people within
the context of the global
history of slavery. The book
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looks at the bonds of slavery
from an original perspective,
moving away from the
traditional master/slave
domination paradigm toward
the point of view of the
enslaved and their responses to
their plight. With keen and
original insights, Toledano
suggests new ways of thinking
about enslavement.
Kingdoms of Hell - Stephanie
Hudson 2020-06
A 'date' he said. Just one date
with a Vampire King who had
been hunting me down for
months... what could go wrong,
right? One picnic, one witch,
an ex-girlfriend out for my
blood, and an army of zombie
vampire rogues later, and what
I had was an 'Alice in
Wonderland' style cocktail for
disaster! Because this Alice
was about to have the mind
trip of her life when peeking

the-two-kings-afterlife-saga

through the keyhole of Lucius'
memories. All before falling
down a rabbit hole to Hell,
where the bunnies were more
likely to stab you with a carrot
before eating your soul! But
hey, it's not like I had just been
dumped in the middle of a
Hellish battle with nothing but
my wits to survive it, Oh no,
wait... That had happened. And
one other thing that was sure
to happen when Lucius finally
found me in Hell... He was
going to kill me!
The Umbrella Conspiracy - S.
D. Perry 1998
When a remote mountain
community is suddenly beset
by a rash of grisly murders, the
Special Tactics and Rescue
Squad--a paramilitary unit--is
dispatched to investigate
The Lady of the Lake, - Walter
Scott 1899
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